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We are very excited about getting the
Cunningham Dry shed project under
way. We hope to have it ready by
September for the producers to help
Justin Ochs
during the busy seasons. We should
EVPbe able to load a semi in 10-12 minutes
Agronomy
whether it is straight fertilizer or even a
blend. The best part about this shed will be that it’s
NTEP approved, which means it is certified and we
won’t have to use truck scales. As soon as a truck is
loaded, it will be able to just leave and not have to
worry about a scale. The dry shed will have a storage
capacity of 12,500 tons so it will be a game changer for
the Cunningham area on dry fertilizer.

109 East 1st St.
Cunningham, KS 67035

The unload capacity of inbounds will be less than 5
minutes. Today we operate 3 dry sheds just to keep
Ph: 620-318-6050
everything flowing and we don’t have all the products
Fax: (620) 318-6019
centralized in Cunningham. With this new dry shed, we
1900 FM 2381
will be able to blend all of the products in Cunningham
Bushland, TX 79012
and we won’t have to worry about going to other
Ph: (806) 349-1031
locations to get everything we need. From an efficiency
www.skylandgrain.com standpoint, we will be able to have one guy do what
we currently have 3 guys to do. If a producer wants a
Skyland Grain
nitrogen stabilizer or another additive added it will be
automated to do that, and it will be a very precise nicely
@Skylandgrain
blended fertilizer with the coating on it.
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Agronomy Update Continued on inside page.

Agronomy Update

There is a lot of volatility right now, the fertilizers have been
all over the board on the nitrogen’s especially with Urea.
Everyone is trying to keep up with it and it has been a roller
coaster ride just like the commodity prices. It looks like this
Justin Ochs
spring could be a little challenging due to dry weather and
EVPhow much supply will be out there, because nobody knows
Agronomy
what to do yet because of the prices and climate today.
Transportation this year will be a huge challenge for us, so please try to plan
ahead so we can make sure we have it where we need it when we need it
for fertilizers and chemicals. We have been working since July 2021 in order
to get all of the products that we need. We have been very proactive on
behalf of our producers, we usually don’t have to order until November or
December, but we started early to make sure we could get everything we
needed.

Agronomy Salesman
Western Region

Southern Region

Wendell Isbell

620-952-2765

Randy Redinger

806-685-3702

Zane Jenkins 		

719-353-1017
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Daron Cowan		

620-952-2708

Kam Dodson		
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Kent Ochs		
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Justin Campbell

806-292-6832

Brad Hill			405-714-8049

Brandon Pointer

806-893-8214

Emily Taylor		

806-268-0814

Eastern Region
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620-546-3447

Jim Hern		

620-298-2011

Sam Kinsler

620-491-0681

Sales Manager

Emilio Nino

806-346-4775

Fuel Update
What a difference a year makes! Last year, as we were
coming out of the first wave of the pandemic, crude oil
was trading in the $45 per barrel range and diesel fuel
was running about $1.00 per gallon less than it is today.
Brian Martin
As the year went on, highway and airline travel picked
EVP- Energy
up significantly. Couple that with very heavy truck traffic
moving goods across the country and we have seen demand
for gas and diesel pick up significantly over the past year. Today, crude oil is
trading in the $90-$94 range and retail gas and diesel are both well over $3.00
per gallon at the pumps. We are getting a little help from local basis numbers
as both gas and diesel are currently trading about 12-15 cents under the nearby
month which is highly unusual for this time of year.
The energy sector is watching very closely what is going on in Russia and
China. With all the unrest going on in that part of the world, the markets have
been very volatile as of late. Iran is also creeping into the news as there is
speculation that the U.S. could lift trade sanctions on Crude exports that are
currently in place. If this happens, we could see a sizable increase in crude
hitting the market. There is nothing concrete as far as a decision goes but it is
still something that is being discussed.
Refined product supplies remain very tight in the area. We have had allocation
issues at nearly every terminal that we pull from. The McKee Refinery at
Dumas, TX had some damage due to the last hard cold spell. They have made
most of the repairs but are still way behind in diesel production. We have
also just received word that both, Mckee and Phillips (Borger Texas), will be
down at the same time in March for major repairs. My advice to all would be
to have your tanks filled prior to March 1 because this could cause some very
tight supply issues for the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandles, as well as most of
Southwest Kansas. The exact time frame for taking these refineries down has
yet to be released but normally these are 2-6 week maintenance schedules.
If you have any questions regarding the Energy Department please feel free to
call:
Brian Martin in Bushland, Texas @ 806-676-4695 or Cam Walker in Johnson,
Kansas @ 620-492-5500

Grain Update
There is a lot of volatility in the market today. In the wheat
market, we are dry in Oklahoma, the Panhandle of Texas,
and Western Kansas. The Canadian wheat stocks was
lowered almost 300 million bushels from a year ago. Our
Matt Overturf export market still isn’t very good but with corn and beans
EVP- Grain
both going up, it looks to me like wheat is going to follow
Marketing
them until we figure out whether we are going to have a crop
or not. Politically, from the Russian-Ukraine conflict whether it will or won’t
happen will affect wheat prices. What happens between China and Taiwan
could affect our markets as well.
Corn is mainly following soybeans which are being pushed by the South
American crop, but it is anywhere from 600 million to 700 million bushels
lower than what people thought at the first of December. China may have
to come back to the U.S. to get their beans. We don’t have a huge carry out
on beans the way it is and with the South American crop being that much
lower it should drive prices higher. There will be a battle for acres this spring
between corn and beans. We need to have 92-93 million acres of corn planted,
but with fertilizer prices being high it’s easy for producers to switch to beans
with bean prices being high. If beans go up, corn must follow to try and buy
acres. There is good demand from the cattle feeders which are all full right
now. There will be plenty of opportunities to sell commodities at good prices
but its going to be a bumpy ride so hold on!

Skyland Grain was able
to donate $105,000 to the
House of Capper Project
through the Kansas State
Fair Foundation! We are
proud to be able to support
and be a part of such a
worthwhile project.

Cotton Update
Dennis Flowers

EVP- Cotton

We wrapped up gin season at the Spearman location on February 5th. We ginned 165,089 bales at that location alone, which
put us at a total of 250,224 bales between all three locations.
That was a record number of bales for us beating out last years
record which was 242,000.

We have started overhauling or repairing all three gins and getting them back
to factory condition to get ready for next season. Our gin crews will go through
each and every machine in all three gins to repair them, but we are currently
struggling to get all of the parts and supplies we need. The overhaul of all three
gins will take us all summer, in order to make sure everything is ready for next
season and another great year. This year, the cotton quality was excellent in all
areas. Yields down south were a little lighter than expected but we gained acres
in other areas.
We are expecting an increase in acres for next season with the prices that we
currently have, but we are extremely dry in all areas. Growers right now are
deciding which cotton varieties they are going to plant and we are excited to see
what happens this season!

Facilities Update

We are excited to announce that we are building two 1.2 million
bushel steel bins at our Moscow “C” facility which is the furthest
East facility in Moscow, KS. These bins will join the four steel bins
that are currently utilized at that location. We are also adding a
Guy Martin
25,000 bushel an hour leg, and altogether Moscow “C” will be
able to hold 3.6 million bushels with this new addition we will be
EVP- COO
able to handle the majority of corn grown in that area. The
existing inbound and outbound scales that are already located there will continue
to be utilized. We are hoping to have one of the bins completed in time for wheat
harvest and the other completed before corn harvest! This addition will go a long
way in simplifying our processes in Moscow.
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Our Mission Statement
Connecting Our Producers To The World

We Believe:
• All our interactions will be conducted with integrity and responsiveness
• The safety of our employees, producers, and communities is paramount
• Environmental stewardship is our responsibility
• Sustainable growth is essential to our future
• The success of our producers contributes to our success
• Our financial strength is crucial to all stake holders

